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RVERS SAVE SPACE, TIME AND MONEY USING ONE TOOL 
 
 

Even the largest RVs will have a limited amount of storage. From 

essentials supplies to memorable souvenirs gathered on the journey, space 

always becomes a premium. The key is to consolidate tools and gear. 

Shurhold's One Handle Does It All system is a perfect solution. It takes up 

little room, and saves time and money to boot. 

The heart of Shurhold's One Handle Does It All system is the handle. 

All eight models are manufactured in the USA from high-strength, 

corrosion-resistant aluminum and feature ergonomic grips for ease of use. 

Fixed lengths of 13", 30", 40" and 60" are offered. Telescoping 

handles provide more reach. The 6' model locks at four intervals between 

40" and 72"; the 9' model locks at five positions between 60" and 108". A 

30" extension is available to fit any model. 

Over 40 different Shurhold accessories quickly and easily snap on 

and off to tackle a wide range of jobs. With one lightweight handle, owners 

work efficiently, switching from one tool to the next with the press of a 

button. Gone are the days of walking in and out of the RV to retrieve a 

different tool. 

For cleaning, Shurhold attachments include brushes, swivel 

scrubbers and squeegees for the exterior, and brooms and mops for inside. 
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There's even a Curved Adapter that's perfect for getting at the RV's crown 

and a camera adapter for inspecting the undercarriage. 

When space is at a premium and budgets limited, Shurhold's One 

Handle Does It All system is the best choice. The company's Fixed Length 

handles start at $6.98 and Telescoping models at $31.98. The 30" 

Extension is $12.98. 

Shurhold is dedicated to educating owners on RV value preservation.  

Inventor of the One Handle Does It All system, Shurhold manufactures 

specialty care items and accessories to clean, polish and detail. 

Contact Shurhold, 3119 SW 42nd Ave., Palm City, FL 34990.  

800-962-6241; Fax: 772-286-9620. www.shurhold.com/rv. 

Editor's note: If you would like a sample of any Shurhold product for 
testing and review, please contact news@martinflory.com. Provide your 
name, publication, shipping address, and preferred phone number and 
email. 


